This paper designs a novel hiding strategy based on an equivalence relation, which can remarkably enhance the quality of stego image without sacrificing the security and capacity of original steganography schemes. According to a constructed equivalence relation based on the capacity of hiding units, all hiding units can be partitioned into equivalence classes. Following that, the hiding procedure is performed in predefined order in equivalence classes as the traditional steganography scheme. Because of considering the relation between the length of message and capacity, the performance of the hiding method using proposed hiding strategy outperforms the original approaches when embedding the same length message. Experimental results indicate that the gain from the proposed strategy over existing hiding schemes can reach up to 4.0 dB.
INTRODUCTION
Steganography is the art of hiding secret messages into other public signals (cover signal), and then transmitting hidden messages by transmitting public signals, which a branch of information hiding like watermark. However, there exist some differences between steganography and watermark. Steganography cares about whether hiding algorithm can hide the fact of existing secret communication, namely security. Whereas, watermarking focus on the robustness of algorithms. Hence, in steganography, only authorized person can extract message, other people do not know the existence of communication. Because of hiding the fact of communications, steganography has broad applications in modern digital signal processing and security communications. In the most recent years, many steganography methods are invented [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Those algorithms can be mainly classified into two classes. The first class is to hide constant bits for each hiding unit like the LSB hiding algorithm [1] [2] , hiding based predictive coding [3] . However, according to the characteristics of the human visual perception capability we know that the different areas with the different local characteristic can tolerate different amounts of changes. Thus, the low activity areas should be hidden with the less secret message than the high activity areas. Consequently, the first hiding algorithms mentioned above provide potentially the stegnalysis the chance to use the changes of low activity areas to detect the existence of steganography. The second hiding algorithms consider the HVS (Human Visual System), namely the local characteristic of images. In fact, researches have noticed that HVS is very crucial to design steganography system [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . This type algorithm hides different bits in hiding units with different local characteristics. For example, Liu et al. [10] proposed a variable LSB hiding scheme based on MDEC, where it only consider the characteristics of one single pixel, however, it still exhibits evident superiority. It is obvious that the second type algorithm is superior to the first algorithm. However, because the second type algorithm has considered the HVS and just for this reason, most of them hide information bits into the hiding unit by a sequential hiding way (otherwise, the HVS is hard to be incorporated into the hiding system). Hence, even though the length of the message bits is much less than the capacity, the hiding scheme still leads to a perceptual distortion in the embedded area. Moreover, this distortion may be used by steganalysis to crack the steganography. Via analyzing this phenomenon creatively, we find that there is a novel way to decrease distortion with the same length bits of embedded messages. In this paper, we propose a new hiding strategy, which can significantly improve the quality of stego image without sacrificing the security and the hiding capacity. when embedding the same length message bits, the performance of our novel strategy is superior to the classical methods. Given a set H in which each element is a hiding unit of cover signal, then the general hiding strategy can be divided into three steps.
THE PROPOSED HIDING STRATEGY
1. Constructing an equivalence relation ~on H , generally speaking, the equivalence relation ~ can be the capacity of a hiding unit ; 2. Establishing the set of equivalence classes based on the equivalence relation ~. And the set of all equivalence classes of H forms a partition of H .
3. Hiding message bits equivalence-class by equivalence-class. In each equivalence class, user can permute the embedding order of hiding units to improve the security of the steganography scheme.
In this paper, the capacity of each hiding unit which indicates the length of binary message hidden is used as an equivalence relation. Then, based on this equivalence relation, the equivalence class is established. In this paper, all hiding units are partitioned into 
AN APPLICATION OF THE HIDING STRATEGY
According to the introduction section, adaptive hiding algorithms take advantage of texture characteristics of images, hence these kind of hiding algorithms have better performance than hiding algorithms based on LSB. Difference between neighboring pixels is just one of texture characteristics, hence, different differences between different entities, for example, pixel values, histogram bin values, transform coefficients energy and so on, were extensively used to hide message in information hiding community. In this paper, we only apply the proposed hiding strategy to pixel-difference-based hiding methods [4] [5] to improve the performance. bit. In this paper, we firstly partition all hiding units into equivalence classes as (2) . And then we embed the secret message as following procedure (which is the same as Wu's work [4] ) in a way of equivalence-class by equivalence-class. Suppose the decimal value of
is b , then we can obtain the new difference value as: 
As the same with hiding procedure, the decimal value b can be expanded into binary string with length of ) 1 (
Meanwhile, we also apply the proposed strategy to the algorithm of Zhang [5] , where the different place with Wu's algorithm is the partition of sub-interval is not fixed. 
It is noted that our proposed method allows user to choose different hiding schemes for different equivalent class hiding units to improve the hiding performance. For example, for the equivalent class with hiding capacity 2 bits, then one can use the method [2] to hide 2 bits in one hiding units with two pixels. In addition, we can also use the permutation transform to increase the security of hiding schemes in each equivalent class without sacrificing the security. The (g), (h) and (i) in Fig. 1 in the next section show the fact, where the hiding position is scattered into the whole image, however, the existing hiding schemes do not exhibit this property as (a)-(f)in Fig.1 . In the following, we will give the experiments.
EXPERIMENTS
To verify the performance of the novel strategy, the extensive experiments were carried out. In this study, one image (Lena) is used as the example. The host-image used in our scheme is an 8-bit single channel gray-scale image with 256*256 pixels, the selected existing steganography methods include the Wu's algorithm (PVD) [4] and Zhang's algorithm (ImprovedPVD) [5] . At the same time, the proposed strategy is applied to PVD and ImprovedPVD, which are respectively denoted by Adaptive+PVD and Adaptive+ ImprovedPVD. Furthermore, the results are compared with PVD and ImprovedPVD [5] for confirmation. For avoiding the effect of different specific messages, in this study, the randomly generated message is utilized to test the performance. To make the comparison simple, in all algorithms, the range [0, 255] is divided into two types of sub-intervals. The first type includes six sub-intervals and the widths of all the sub-interval are 8,8,16,32,64 and 128. The second type includes 13 sub-intervals and the widths of these sub-intervals are 2,2,4,4,4,8,8,16,16,32,32, 64 and 64. In Fig.1, (a)~(c) are the difference images between stego images and host images with different embedding rate 50%, 80% and 100% by PVD, (d)~(f) are generated by Improved PVD [5] , (g)~(i) are generated by Adaptive+ ImprovedPVD. It is noted that the difference images are obtained by 30 × abs(hostimage -stegoimage) for better visual presentation. From this Figure, we can find that compared with PVD and Improved PVD, the proposed strategy can improve the visual quality of stego images remarkably.
In fact, the more detailed results are shown in Fig. 2 and  Fig 3. under different embedding rate. In Fig.2 , the number of the sub-intervals is six, and the number of the subintervals is thirteen in Fig.3 .
From these Figures, it can be observed that the proposed strategy outperforms PVD and ZPVD, without changing the capacity significantly. In Fig.2 , if the embedding rate is less than 90%, the gain obtained from the proposed hiding strategy is about from 1.246db to 2.997db in PVD, and from 0.879db to 2.197db in ZPVD. Here, the total average gains are 1.9859db and 1.5157db in PVD and ZPVD respectively. In Fig.3 ., if the embedding rate is less than 90%, then the gain obtain from the proposed hiding strategy is about from 2.484 to 4.065db in PVD, and from 1.342db to 3.084db in ZPVD. Here, the total average gains are 3.2608db and 2.2769db in PVD and ZPVD respectively. From (c) and (d) of Fig.2 and Fig.3 , we observe that the number of overblocks is comparable in all methods. However, when the number of the hidden bits is much less than the capacity, the number of the overblocks of proposed scheme decreases remarkably. We found that the overflow phenomenon occurs only when the number of hidden bits approximating the capacity in our proposed algorithm. But, the existing schemes have overblocks from the begining of hiding. This indicates that most of overblocks occur on those areas with higher capacity hiding units. Moreover, to some extent, the enhancement of quality of stego-image indicates that the breaking probability by steganalysis also decreases.
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(g)Embedding rate is 50% (h)Embedding rate is 80% (i)Embedding rate is 100% Fig. 1 . Difference images between stego images and host images with different embedding rate and methods: (a)~(c) The embedding algorithm is Wu's PVD [4] with different embedding rate, (d)~(f) The embedding algorithm is Zhang's improved PVD [5] with different embedding rate, (g)~(i) The embedding algorithm is Zhang's improved PVD integrated with the proposed hiding strategy. It is noted that the difference images are obtained by 30 × abs(hostimage -stegoimage) for better visual presentation. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyzes the influence of specific hiding strategy on performance of steganography. It is shown that most existing data hiding algorithms have the potential spaces to be used to improve the performance. However, different hiding strategies have different optimal measures. It depends on the specific data hiding techniques. Based on the above observations, we propose to partition the data hiding units into difference equivalence classes in terms of the equivalence relation constructed by the hiding capacity of each hiding unit. To avoid the large distortion caused by hiding small secret data, we propose to hide the secret data from the equivalence class with the least hiding capacity to the equivalence class with the largest hiding capacity. Actually the idea not only enables us to improve the quality of stego image, but it may also allow us to use different and more efficient hiding techniques for different equivalence classes to improve the security and effectiveness. This is a general hiding strategy. We apply it to the adaptive hiding schemess [4, 5] and obtain much better performance. Extensive experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed data hiding strategy.
